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Allergens
Pizzas deliver a vast range of options; something for everyone, every possible 
topping in multiple combinations – we all know the ham and pineapple debate!
But with greater amounts of choice comes even more responsibility and pressure to 
make sure food and drink businesses have identified all of the allergen risks – from 
the pizza dough, cheese, oils and array of toppings used to give pizzas that heavenly 
taste we all love.
Whilst you may think this is a quick and easy job for the team responsible, many 
people do not know the allergens present in externally manufactured ingredients, or 
that some ingredients contain allergens at all.
• Does your BBQ sauce contain mustard?
•  Is there mustard in the processed meat toppings?
•  Do you give the pizza crust an egg wash to add flavour?
When done manually, monitoring allergen risks in the supply chain can be a time 
consuming and difficult task – especially when your ingredients range is hundreds-
strong (and we’ve all seen the size of a pizza menu). 
Allergen information can be hidden in email trails and spreadsheets, which is pretty 
retro for businesses, considering the fact that nowadays almost all of us order our 
pizzas via an app with little to no human interaction. 



A slice of industry experience…
The most efficient option is to put the pressure on your suppliers to provide you with the 
relevant information.

Quality and technical teams can do this using the Product Information Management (PIM) 
module, which sits within the ARCUS® Product family.

Suppliers upload their product specifications including nutrition, allergen and packaging 
information into the cloud, where it is stored, monitored and managed throughout the 
business relationship.

This enables them to approve each product individually and to know exactly what is contained 
in every slice. This information can then be fed into recipe management systems such as 
Fourth’s Recipe & Menu Engineering solution.

By doing this, these companies are protecting their brand by creating 
complete transparency in the supply chain and being confident in 
knowing exactly what is served up to their customers.



Companies using ARCUS®

ARCUS® PIM is a cloud-based solution that automates the process for 
collecting detailed information about supplier products.  

Quality and technical teams can manage their individual supply chain 
risks through one central system, removing silos of information, and 

providing complete transparency over the status of each product.  
Food and beverage companies can utilise specialist industry 

functionality in ARCUS® PIM, including custom product questionnaires 
and tailored workflows. Product information and supporting documents 
are uploaded to the cloud directly by your suppliers, ensuring that all key 

stakeholders have access at any time and from any location. 
Now, more than ever before, departments can share one true 

vision over their supplier’s products.


